
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 

 TRUE-LOCK LLC, ANNOUNCES FAA STC PMA CERTIFICATION 
True-Lock’s Axle Nut System has been approved for use on the  

de Havilland Canada DHC-2 Beaver Aircraft 
Mk I, Mk II, and Mk III  

 

 
 
True-Lock’s safety retention system is an anti-rotational positive reusable locking system for 
use on fasteners that significantly increase safety and reliability. The True-Lock safety 
retention system was designed, tested and proven to withstand and endure the harshest 
environments on a variety of US Military equipment that includes the M1 Abrams Tank, 
Armored Gun System and Apache helicopters. 
 
True-Lock’s solution employs a variable locking mechanism that can be set to the optimal 
torque (patented and FAA STC’d for use on over 1 thousand aircraft in Part 23, 25, 27 and 
Part 29).   

 
True-Lock’s system 
eliminates the 
conventional axle nut 
systems’ inherent un-
optimum torque setting 
characteristics imposed 
by the use of the castle 
nut and cotter pin.   
 
This not only provides 
a smother running 
wheel bearing, but also 



a controlled preload torque specification for maintenance manuals and reduces parts count.  
True-Lock’s system reduces maintenance inspection time, extends the life of high load and 

stress mechanical parts, 
and saves maintenance 
costs. True-Lock’s axle 
nut system is designed to 
achieve ultimate bearing 
adjustment thereby 
improving not only 
bearing and axle 
longevity but enhancing 
tire and brake 
performance.  
 
Did you know that the 
axle nut is the primary 
culprit of failure within 
your wheel end assembly 

components?  The wheel end assembly components are your bearings, seals, any spacers 
used, axle, brakes & tires and the axle/spindle nut. 
 
Endplay is caused by axle nut torque settings being to loose.  Many bearing failures occur from 
improper endplay settings.  Lower cyclic/vibration loads happen with less bearing endplay and 
this can be achieved by precision torque adjustment for bearing retention.  This in turn will 
directly reduce wear and vibrations.   
 
Excessive preload is caused by over tightening of the axle nut.  This will rapidly cause further 
damage and a chain reaction of failure to your wheel end assembly components.   
 
TIMKEN has outlined tolerances for tapered roller bearings including procedures to adjust.  
Acceptable endplay tolerances range from .001 to .005 thousands. 
 
Most conventional axle nuts are not capable of Timken’s endplay tolerances within .001 - .005 
thousands.  
 
True-Lock’s axle nut system gives you controlled 
preload adjustment settings resulting in optimum torque  
& endplay.  
 
For questions or to purchase please contact: 
 
True-Lock LLC 
Leslie Weinstein 
Phone: 208-484-7774 
Email: leslie@true-lock.com 
Web: http://www.true-lock.com/ 
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